How do you view the ESG landscape?

ESG (environmental, social, governance) investing has evolved considerably over the last two decades, from simple stock-exclusion strategies to more specialized thematic, engagement and impact-oriented solutions. Despite this strategic evolution, we believe that ESG investing is still in its relative infancy. There is no agreed-upon “best approach” to ESG. Investors have very different goals for their ESG portfolios. Going forward, we anticipate increased interest in a core-satellite framework, which would encourage investors to pair complementary ESG strategies to achieve their overall ESG investment goals.

In the core-satellite approach, a core manager could contribute controlled ESG exposure with risk control and stable performance (Note: QMA’s offerings fall into this category). A satellite, or specialist, manager could then focus on providing a positive impact with more variable performance. Such a combination in an investor’s portfolio would be more likely to deliver comprehensive investment performance and a stronger ESG outcome. While intuitive, the core-satellite approach has not thus far been a viable framework for ESG investors, due to institutional weakness in core ESG solutions.
What has limited the success of core ESG approaches?

Three main factors have limited the success of core ESG strategies:

- Core ESG managers traditionally use readily observable attributes to evaluate stock attractiveness from an ESG perspective. We believe that a company’s stock price already reflects the benefits of such attributes. Higher valuations, therefore, imply lower expected returns in the future for “good” ESG firms. This is an inherent cost for ESG investors. Another challenge to investors is what we call “ESG window dressing.” Companies that look attractive from an ESG perspective may in fact be “bad” companies. Such traps effectively tack on another cost to ESG portfolios. With the addition of these ESG-specific penalties, core ESG portfolios struggle to deliver on their alpha promise.

- There is a sparsity of data in the ESG space. With limited data, it is impossible to evaluate the stock universe properly. Lack of ESG insights presents a challenge to achieving strong ESG exposures — the portfolio will likely be ESG in name only.

- Third, poor integration of ESG insights can drag on a core ESG portfolio’s performance. Such unsophisticated approaches can result in unintended portfolio exposures, including the avoidance of whole sectors or industries. This represents yet another added cost, either through weaker excess returns or higher tracking error for ESG investors.

How do you overcome these challenges?

QMA has developed three quantitative solutions to solve the challenges that have plagued core ESG strategies from the beginning: evaluating ESG attributes, expanding ESG insights and integrating insights into portfolios. These solutions allow us to build core ESG portfolios capable of delivering relatively stable outperformance with an active ESG tilt.

1. **EVALUATE:** We use a refined approach to evaluating ESG attributes. QMA includes primarily industry-specific, financially relevant and material attributes in our evaluation process. This helps us identify attributes that have more likely been undervalued by the market. In addition, we use a combination of effort, effect and controversy-based ESG metrics, which helps us avoid window dressing. Our methodology ultimately produces an alpha-neutral evaluation: an ESG-specific portfolio characteristic without a cost.

2. **EXPAND:** We look to statistical techniques and natural language processing (NLP) to overcome limited data. Our statistical procedure utilizes a proprietary data completion technique to proxy carbon emission data, based on known return patterns and risk factors. In addition, NLP is an area of current research for the firm. By drawing on NLP techniques, we delve into information sources beyond those directly disclosed by the company. We take care to minimize false positives in the statistical techniques we use to infer a firm’s ESG status. Language from conference calls and other unstructured data can help quantify material ESG issues. Both of these methods can produce valuable insights and significantly expand ESG evaluations.

3. **INTEGRATE:** To avoid implementation-related performance drag, we use a substitution methodology. Our process integrates ESG insights while ensuring that existing alpha factor exposures remain unchanged. As illustrated below, we are agnostic if two stocks are comparable from an alpha perspective. If stock A has more attractive ESG attributes, we can easily substitute it into the portfolio and sell off stock B. When this process is replicated for the available universe, the end result is an ESG portfolio with the same alpha expectations, which also avoids the worst ESG offenders.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTRIBUTES</th>
<th>STOCK A</th>
<th>STOCK B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VALUE</td>
<td>Cheap</td>
<td>Cheap</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GROWTH</td>
<td>Increasing growth</td>
<td>Increasing growth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QUALITY</td>
<td>Fundamentally strong</td>
<td>Fundamentally strong</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESG</td>
<td>GOOD ESG</td>
<td>BAD ESG</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: QMA.
How can we accommodate varying expectations for a core ESG portfolio?

To produce a range of ESG portfolios, we adjust the ways in which we integrate ESG into portfolios and target different levels of active ESG exposure. Investors can select the alpha and/or ESG exposure solution that best meets their needs. Investors can select anything from a moderate level of ESG exposure with additional expected alpha to a higher level of ESG exposure that offers expected returns more in line with the benchmark.

Do the benefits of a well-designed core ESG portfolio translate into a higher fee for investors?

QMA’s goal is to produce a more effective core ESG portfolio where the alpha and tracking error are in line with a standard core portfolio. From an alpha perspective, this is both gross and net of fees. This means that a core ESG portfolio is not more expensive for an investor.

In fact, keeping with the spirit of ESG and good corporate governance, the alignment of interests between investors and investment managers is important. We embrace performance-based fees on our ESG strategies. This reflects the confidence we have that our core ESG solutions are capable of meeting performance and ESG expectations.

How can quantitative managers approach engagement and stewardship practices?

As a quantitative investment manager, QMA does not typically engage in dialogue with company management. We do, however, believe that strong company governance leads to improved management of social and environmental issues. As shareholders, we take full advantage of exercising our views and influence through the proxy voting process. We consider such proposals carefully with a focus on adding economic value. We also focus on the quality and diversity of corporate boards.

Another important way we approach engagement is to partake in collective work with ESG-related organizations and data providers. As a group, we advocate for greater disclosure of ESG data, which we view as essential both to the identification of potential sources of risk that might not be reflected in market valuations and to the further assimilation of ESG into mainstream investment practices.

We view the quantitative manager’s role as one of providing an objective yet flexible data-driven perspective on environmental, social and governance issues. We do so by carefully balancing our clients’ growing desire to invest responsibly with our goal to maximize their long-term, risk-adjusted returns.
Sources: QMA, FactSet, Compustat.
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